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Abortion is wrong because the life of a developing human being is terminated by a person's choice.  This is the main reason but there are other reasons too.
The choice to have an abortion may not be and probably is not a totally free choice. A choice is not free when there are immense pressures from peers, or partners, or deception about what one is choosing. Never the less there is wrongdoing somewhere when one chooses to have an abortion.  It is possible to put the blame in many directions and to lay it upon many other persons and even institutions.  There's plenty of blame to put around but ultimately who makes the choice or agrees to it is the mother of the developing human baby. 
Proponents of abortion want to argue that an early abortion is simply the interruption of growth or removal of a dividing and growing clump of cells. Of course in one respect this is true - it can be called a dividing and developing clump of cells. However, unlike a clump of wart cells that will become a bigger wart, so it is good to excise them, a human clump of cells called an embryo is a clump of cells that is already destined to become a crying baby when it is born.  Terminating a wart and terminating a baby is not the same thing! 
It may be argued that there are lots of spontaneous abortions, so abortion is natural. One might observe that all old people eventually spontaneously die; but is quite obvious that terminating an old person is quite another matter from what would be called a , "natural death". 
It is also argued by abortionists that they believe they are helping people, that they are health-care providers with compassion for women and girls in the uncomfortable situation of being pregnant. One might note that helping someone to do something wrong is not really helping them. For this reason, abortionists and abortion clinics fight to show that abortion is not wrong. 
If a person is given help to do something that is wrong, they are being helped to go down a pathway that is wrong. Just as one lie can lead to another lie, and so thus the die is cast, so one wrong act can lead to other wrong acts. 
There is a sort of mantra that is often heard - "My body, myself" or, "My body, my choice". These mantras actually make a lot of sense if a person is extremely self-centered to the extent of having blinders on to the world around one.  And, what is the world around one? First of all, one's family then one's society and culture is the world around one. Nobody lives in a vacuum or an isolation sphere although at times one might feel like one does. Any action - good or bad - that a person does has an effect for good or bad on other people. It might be possible to think and feel that nobody cares, and maybe this is actually the case in a particular situation. So, the question, "Who cares?" can be very relevant. Sometimes the, "Who cares?" of today is not the, "Who cares?" of tomorrow just as the, "Who cares?" of the past may have passed. So, a careful consideration of who cares is helpful for knowing what support one may have now and in the future.
There are many messages that impinge upon one's mind and these influence and even determine how one thinks. A society that cherishes its citizens and their lives can reveal and support this cherishing by laws they make and promote. A society can also do the opposite - give the message that only certain persons and things matter. So, a society might give the subtle message that fame, power, and position are what are worth striving for and elimination of any obstacle to these achievements is justified; what matters is one's career, don't let anything interfere. That's a pretty brutal message and results in some pretty brutal actions, but it is a message that is out there.  Often a facade of love and care and concern for the oppressed and the environment covers up the underlying reality that squeezes through the cracks as shocking news and events reflecting misdeeds and hatreds. 
The main point is that society has strings attached to each of its members, maybe even like puppet strings one isn't aware of. The interesting thing is one can pull back on these strings - one affects others, effects all of society, even, by one's own actions. This is a terrible and tremendous responsibility to think of - society controls you but you control society too! 
Another consideration to make is to judge how having an abortion will affect and effect one's own emotions and psyche; likewise the opposite - how not having an abortion will affect and effect one.  Here, the question isn't about careers and school and lifestyle, but rather the innermost center of one's being – one’s "heart". One way to do this is to project what one will feel like when one is on one's deathbed - or, if that feels too extreme - how one would feel in one's old age.  Doing this imaginative exercise helps one to access their, "inner being" - a part of one that might be occluded by the hustle bustle of life and the onslaught of a present cultural point of view that will pass.  This, "heart" of one - this, "inner being" in one's center will not go away - it is the, "real you" that will always be with you. 
Jeanine Kavanaugh, psychological counselor who over many years had much contact with various situations involving singles, couples, and families, wrote the following: “ I might add that in my experience most women who have had an abortion do not recover from it fully emotionally. She comes to grieve the unborn baby that she's carried and no matter what anyone tells her she feels the loss and wonders about the child- what he or she would be like, what she missed out on and so forth. I think women advocating abortion have had one and feel guilty so bond and band with others to avoid the reality and can justify it through denial of its impact".
What a person does is not without wide-ranging effects on many other people. Everything we do or don’t do has an impact that goes far beyond, “Me and my body”. This argument is quite often used to promote abortion, actually. As an example, perhaps the irate letter to the editor that states that certain women ought to have an abortion to cut down on health care costs of, say, impoverished children, is an illustration. There’s many arguments along this line – “control overpopulation”, “lessen the burden on the education system”, “save the planet from the negative impacts of humans”, and, shockingly, even, “eugenic control certain ethnic groups or races”. This last was an argument and ideology used by the founder of Planned Parenthood – Margaret Sanger – to eliminate what she considered to be a race or races of people not too highly developed in her mind. Shocking, yes, but it illustrates the argument that one’s actions have society effecting results. Margaret Sanger wanted to promote a purification of humanity based on her conception of what was desirable. So, Margaret Sanger promoted this eugenics thru promotion of abortion and using birth control. It wasn’t many years after her proposals that gas chamber were used to this same effect in the horrendous activism known as the holocaust. 
So, what is the result of not having an abortion? Well, depending on one’s race and ethnic group, one might be frowned upon or even condemned for bringing another burden into the world. Doesn’t this illustrate the ghastly attitude that humans can fall under through wrong-thinking and peer pressure? To think- that life giving can be called death- dealing!  What a twist of mind. But not to despair, many persons will affirm that life-giving is good, that motherhood is precious and brings a future with it. So, there is a choice, but a real choice is a choice for the truly good and beautiful; any other choice is an illusion of power and control that tends towards death.
An illustration by a well-known spiritual writer, George Maloney, puts this all in succinct form. “The more a person, on a purely secular level with no reflective reference to God, gives up his or her self-aggrandizement by thinking of and helping others, the more she or he prepares for a fuller living according to the human nature…the more alive you will become”. 
One might have noticed that there was nothing in all the fore-going discussion that was from a particularly religious or non-scientific or biased point of view. Indeed, all of the arguments are quite secular and reflect a natural point of view inclusive of humanism or of natural sentiments of sane thinking and feeling. This, of course, includes the arguments proposed by proponents of abortion and of those opposed to abortion. What the truth is one will have to decide and choose knowing that there is truth and that it matters because a human life can be depending on the truth being chosen. 
It is a major fact that all religions have a unified point about the value of life and of the sanctity of life.  While there can be diversity of thought about how this sanctity of life is promoted on the practical level, still it is recognized universally. This doesn’t mean that perversity of thought can’t enter the religious arena as it is well-seen that it can; however the thrust of religion and the ideals upheld fight against such perversity of anti-life which envelops the human mind and culture and religion at times in the past, and now, and will in the future! 
So, if confronted with the choice of having or not having an abortion –yourself or another person – look deeply into your heart and consider too the arguments presented in this small article. The choice you make is not small – it will impact many lives for good or for worse. 


